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Abstract

The following manual gives guidance to the FLUNEV code. a DESY-D3 extension
of the FLUKA90 hadronic shower Monte Carlo code (developed at CERN) to calculate
production and transport of secondary neutrons below 50 MeV and gammas of nuclear
origin. which is usefu] for radiation protection and detection and for design of accelerator
shielding. The docuinent contains description of added and modified modules. of the
extended user input parameters. of additional input data files. of enhanced scoring and
Output options and of the Computer hardware and Software requirements. Features of the
original FLUKA code are not considered here. The Job control and user input cards and
the labulated results of a sample problem are included in the Appendixes.
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Code Abstract

Name and title:

FLUNEV Code: An Extension of the FLUKA High Energy Partie}? Shower Code to Calculate Pro-
ductiori and Transport of Secondarv Neutrons Below 50 MeV and Ganimas of Nuclear Origin

Date of abstract:

December 2. 1990

Contributor:

J.M.Zazula (B i tNe t : D03JMZ@DHHDESY3)
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron. DESY-D3 / 1C-275
Motkestr. 85. D-2000 Hamburg 52, F.R. Germany
Permanent address:
Institute of Nuclear Physics. ul. Radzikowskiego 152. PL-31-342 Krakow (Poland)

Coding language and Computer:

FVS FORTRAN; IBM . Models 3084/3090, System MVS/NEWLIB

Nature of problem solved:

FLUNEV is a Monte Carlo particle transport code coupling together cahulations of the high energy
particle cascades and of the low energy neutron and photon production and Iransport. It can be
applied for solving problems of radiation protection. radiation detection and shielding design at high
energy accelerators. FLUNEV has enhanced options for scoring the particle fluences, absorbed doses
and dose equivalents from cüfferent radiation components and it has been interfaced with the GEP
graphic package. for bookkeeping neutron and gamma fluence and dose spectra.

Method of solution:

FLUNEV is iinking into one program the Monte Carlo hadronic shower code FLUKA90 (above 50
MeV). including also the EGS4 code for electromagnetic cascades, the Monte Carlo nuclear evapora-
tion module EVAP-5 and gamma deexcitation module NDEM (taken both from the HERMES code
system). and the low energy (below 50 MeV) neutron transport module based on the FLUKA geome-
try packages (cylindrica], cartesian or combinatorial). the collisiori and cross section package extracted
from the Monte Carlo neutron Iransport code MORSE (ORNL). and the multigroup neutron cross
section library HILO86 supplied hv the MACKLIB-TV and other kenna factor data. For further details
the user is referred to the FLUNEA" description and the documentation of component codes.

Restrictions and limitations:

Accuracy of FLUNEV is affected by validity of models included in the coupled FLUKA, EGS, EVAP,
NDEM and MORSE codes. Electro- and photoproduction of hadrons. nuclear miütifragmentation
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and preequilibrium secondary emission are not sampled in the current version. In the low energy
neutron transport module 45 neutron and 22 gamina group cross sections (averaged over possible
rmclear react.ions). witli PC, Legendre expansion. are available only for ]& elements: H. 10-B, 11-B. C'.
N. O. Na. Mg. AI. Si. S. K. Ca. CT. Fe. Ni. W and Pb. or their compounds. Time dependence is not
considered. Biasing techniques used in the MORSE code are not implemented.

Computer Hardware and Software requirements:

FLl'XEY is the FORTRAX77 rode wri t ten in double precisioii: ii has been compiled by FY5 Compiler
and run on IBM-3084 and IBM-3090 machines under MVS System. 1t requires about 8000 Kb memory.
CERNLIBRARY subroutines are called and GEP graphical package is interfared (it can be. however.
abandoned). 3 external binary data flies are used (contairüng the nuclear model parameters and the
processed multigroup cross sectionsj. Running times are strongly dependent on the problem to be
solved and on the desired accuracy: for the DESY Computers they varied from minutes to hours: factor
of 2 or more per beam particle is to be expected when rornparing with the calculation times of original
FLUKA code with 50 MeY lower energy cutoffs. for the same problem.

Contents of the code package:

Source versions of the original, added and modified modules; the Job control cards and user input cards
for a sample problem: the EBCDIC' formatted input data files and the Job cards and Codes creating
their binary versions.

References:

1. J.M. Zazula. Internal Report DESY-D3-66 (1990)
2. P.A.Aarnio. J.Lindgren. J.Ranft, A.Fasso and G.R.Stevenson. CERN Divis. Report TIS-RP/168
(1986); CERN Divis. Report TIS-RP/190 (1987)
3. W.R.Nelson. H.Hirayama and D.W.O.Rogers, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center Report SLAC-
225 (1985)
4. P.Cloth, D.Filges. R.D.Neef. G.Sterzenbach, Ch.Reul. T.W.Armstrong. B.L.Colborn. B.Anders and
H.Brückmann. KFA Jülich Report Jül-2203 (1988;
5. M.B.Emmet. Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report ORNL-4972 (1975)
6. R.G.Alsmiller.Jr.. J.M.Barnes and J.D.Drischler, Nucl.Instr.Meth. A249. 445 (1986)
7. Y.Gohar and M.A.Abdou, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL/FPP/TM-106 (1978)
8. G.R.Stevenson. CERN Divis. Report TIS-RP/173 (1986)
9. J.M. Zazula and K. Tesch. DESY' Report 89-064 (1989): Nucl. Instr. Mei/i.A286 (1990) 279
10. H.-J. Möhring. K. Noack and J.M.Zazula. DESY Report HERA 89-21 (1989): to be publ. in Nucl.
InstT. Mtth.
11. J.M. Zazula and K. Tesch. DESY Report 89-064 (1989): to be publ. in NvcL Instr. Mcth.
12. K. Tesch and J.M. Zazula. DESY Report 90-037 (1990); to be publ. in Äuc/. Instr. Meth.
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Mcthods for Neutron and Photon Transport Calc'ulationx. Budapest (Sept. 1990); to be publ. in
Progr. of Nucl. En.
14. K. Tesch and J.M. Zazula. DESY Report HERA-90-18 (1990)
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l General remarks

Hadronic cascade codes sufFer from a low energy cutofT (50 - 20 MeV) too high for shielding
design and other radJation protectiori problems ai present-day high energy accelerators. since
t he emission and propagation of low energy neutron? doininates many quantities of practical
interest (particle fiuences. dose equivalents. radiation damage etc. }.

We describe here our special Version of the Monte Carlo ( M C ) shower code FLUKA l ]

(originated in Leipzig University and extensiveh* developed at CERN), the FLUNEY code.

iinkiiig together:

1. The original hiph-energy event generator Imodified by reducing both the energy of
intranuclear cascade and the excitation energy. according to experimental results)
and the original high energy particle traiisport. geometry and scoring modules;

2. The nuclear evaporation module (accounting also for high energy fission) EVAP-5
and the gamma deexcitation module NDEM for emission of secondary neutrons
below the original threshold energy and of the photons of nuclear origin: both taken
from the HERMES code System 2 of KFA Jülich and supplied by an external data
files containing the nuclear parameters.

3. The low energy neutron traiisport module, based on the FLUKA geometry mod-
ules, the neutron collision package taken from the MORSE code '3 (originated in
ORNL), and the low energy part (from 50 MeV down to 0.4 eVi of the HILO86
multigroup cross section library [4], supplied by the kerma factor data 15.7 and
by the data converting particle fiuences to ambient dose equivalents !8 .

The simplified flow diagram for sampling of the low energy neutrons and gammas within
the FLUNEV code is shown in Fig. 1. and the indicated program modules are described in
Section 2 of this document.

Our code is an advanced attempt to follow neutrons in energy ränge of 12 orders of
magnitude (l TeV down to l eV) within one MC program. It has been verified by comparison
with experimental results from high energy proton beams incident on thin and thick targets.
and applied for calculating the following magnitudes of practical interest:

1. Neutron and gamma fluence spectra. dose equivalents and attenuation lengths
outside lateral shields of ordinary concrete, heavy concrete andiron. at high energy
proton accelerators;

2. Neutron and gamma fields around proton beam absorbers:

3. Neutron contribution to the radiation dose and damage in an accelerator Tunnel.

Examples of the FLt'NEY code results for the problems mentioned above can be found in
our research reports 15-20 . Goocl agreeinent with measured data and earlier calculations
was achieved in most cases.

There are many physical assumptions and several limitations when using FLUNEV code.
Some physical processes hke photo- and electroproduction of hadrons. multifragmentation of

JThe basic Version of FLVKA86 has been exchanged to the tentativc release of 1990 (January), kindly
provided by A.Fasso and A.Ferrari from CERN/TIS-RP
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Figure 1: Simplified flov diagram for sampling of the low energy neutrons and photons
of nuclear origin in ttie FLUNEV code.

hot nuclei [13 or emission of secondaries from pre-equilibrium nuclear states have still not
been accurately accounted for in the inelastic event generator. The implemented statistical

niodel of nuclear evaporation assumes re-equilibrium of energy between nucleons after succes-
sive emissions of neutrons. protons or heavy fragments (which is not a valid physical picture
for light elements). The input parameters used for the EVAP module in FLUKEV code
include the excitation energy which is obtained from the FLUKA inelastic collision model
(EVENTQ). and the mass number of the residual nucleus left after the high energy parti-
cle emission and after the imranuclear cascade: the uaass iiumber i^ calculated from baryon
number conservation. Although the energy is conserved event by evem in this model. the
momentum conservation is fulfilled only on the average. Sampling of the intranuclear cascade
and excitation energies in FLUNEV version of EVENTQ generator has been readjusted (see
Section 2.2 and Ref. [17]) following recent phenomenological suggestions 11-12.. to get better
agreement with secondary neutron yields and residual nuclei mass distributions measured in
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thin targets.

Sampling low energy neutron rändern walk in large Systems is a very time consuming
process. Therefore the new user input Option implemented in FLUNEV, saving effectively
Computer time. is specifying the region-dependent lower energy cutoffs for neutron transport

Simulation. When emitted from a collisioii with an energy below the threshold assigned to
the current geometry region. ueutrons are assumed to be absorbed and deposit all their and

secondarv energy within the next free flight path. if they do not escape or reach another

region by chance. Neutrons in the therrnal group are assumed to be absorbed within one
finf ini te medium) diffusioii leiigth from the position where they have been slowed down (if
they do not escape by chance). This new neutron threshold option of FLUNEY. together with
the nuclear gamma production. is introduced äs an additional paranieter on the ASSIGXMA

user-inpu: card describing properties of a ränge of geometry regions: there are not new input
cards recognized in FLUNEY when comparing with FLUKA (see Section 3 for minor changes
and exteiisions in parameters of other options).

U sing this option only the most penetrating component can be propagated through a
bulk shield. and the component which is likely to be absorbed before contributing to the

dose caii be neglected. However. the energy limits should be set up below the energy ränge
for which the neutron attenuation lengths are substantially longer than for lower energies.
thus they significantly depend on material and on the solved problem. Regions where a
response contributed by the whole neutron and photon energy ränge is of interest should

have dimensjons large enough (at least comparable with the slowing down length of the fast

neutron component) to assure the equilibrium character of the relevant neutron spectra. The
same remark concerns also the nuclear gamma production which is also optionally switched
on or off in the user-specified regions.

The 45 neutron group and 22 gamma group cross sections with P5 Legendre expansion
are available with FLUNEV only for 18 elements: H, 10B, nB, C. N. O? Na. Mg, AI, Si, S7 K.
Ca. Cr, Fe. Ni, W and Pb. These cross sections and the respective kerma factors appear in
used multigroup data collections äs averaged over energy intervals and over most of possible

nuclear reactions. and therefore distinguishing between difierent secondary particles produced
in low energy neutron reactions (important for detector studies) is unfortunately not possible
in FLUNEY. The energy group structure can be found in the original documentation [4i. In

future versions the lower energy cutoff of FLUKA is to be extended down to 20 MeV (which
is the upper energy limit of the ENDF/B Evaluated Neutron Data Files) and then many

other available cross section libraries could be used in FLUNEY.

Geometry modules currently available with FLUNEY are the cylindrical and the rectan-

gular. The electromagnetic cascades are accounted for by the FLUKA parametrization or by
coupling with EGS code ; 6 ; . The time dependences are not considered in our code. Since the
absorption or multiplication of a low energy neutron in a single reaction is represented by
modifying its statistical weight. the energy conservation is fulfilled only for a large number of
neutron collisioiis. Except for the nonanalog absorption of slow ueutrons (see Section 2.5) all
the advanced biasiiig techniques available in the MORSE code (the Russian roulette. Split-
ting, path length stretching and importance sampling) have temporarily been abandoned in
FLUNEY, since some first trials showed that they did not give apparent benefits for statis-
tical errors and Computing times. Their physical and statistical background require further

investigations.
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The features of the original FLUKA code are not considered in this document: the reader is
referred to the original materialp and it is assumed here t hat he is familiär with the FLUKA
User's Guide l . The program modules adde.d or modified in FLUNEV are described in
Section 2 of this manual: particularly. changes in inelastic collision module in Subsection
2.2. features of the evaporation model in Subsection 2.4. the low eiiergy neutron and gamma
transport and cross sections are the subject of Subsection 2.5. 2.6 and and 2.7. and the
enhanced options for scoring the radiation protection magnitudes are explained in Subsection
2.7. The changes in user input data to FLUNEV. relative to FLUKA are listed in Section 3.
and the additional input data files required by FLUNEV are given in Section 4. Extensious of
output. printed or stored on data sets. and an interface with GEP 10 graphic package are the
subject of Section 5. and the operating System. Computer time and memory are considered
in Section G. The last section contains description of a sample problem. The Job control
cards and user input cards for a sample run. its tabulated results and contents of the source
directory are included in the Appendixes.
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2 Additional and changed program modules in FLUNEV

2.1 Changes in main program

Modified subroutines: FLL KA
New subrouhncf mcludcd: none

Othcr new subroutine* called: - BERTTPjEVAPFLUj. XSECFLIXSECFLIT:. GEPIClGEP,.
GEPWiGEP;. DSTüiGEP . DSTl GEP:. BINS2[GEP":
New COMMON blocks: HETTP. SAMPLN, CONTLN. RUNTIT. EBISCO

Some imnor chauges have been introduced to the inain program of FLUKA, included
in the FLUNEVG rnodulc. No new types of user input cards are added; t wo are extended
and T. w o o t her are changed (see Section 3). Three new subroutines are added at the end
of input section: BERTTP and NDEMFL reading in the nuclear parameters and XSECFL
reading in the multigroup data (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2): both providing extra phntouts.
The GEP graphical package mitialization (see Section 6) is another additional task performed
in the main program. Double precision is used by IMPLICIT everywhere: RNDM2 is the
recommended uniform random iiumber generator from (0.1) interval. linked from CERNLI-
BRARY and called coiisistently everywhere. An additional protection against a time limit
overflow is assured by the subroutine JUHR from DESY FYS library, assynchronically check-
ing remaining cpu time and callmg the rescue subroutine USERTM 10 sec before end of run
for saving the results. 20 new COMMON blocks and 2 new BLOCK DATA are included
in FLUNEV version of FLUKA, but only 4 are useful in FLUNEVG. The most important
changes and extensions of the FLUKA code are mentioned in the following subsections and
they are additionally commented in the source listing of FLUNEV.

2.2 Changes in EVENTQ event generator

Modified subroutines: EVENTQ. NUCRIN, BEKEKA
New subroutines included: CORRIN
Other new subroutines called: none
New COMMON blocks: CORINC

In the current version of FLUNEV code we decided to abandon the original FLUKA
parametrization of the intranuclear cascade energy and to follow exactly Alsmillers' modifi-
cations [12 . Their main assumption stimulated by empirical observations was that the total
energy carried by the intranuclear cascade neutrons and protons can be correlated with a
number of collisions of the projectile particle with nucleons of the target nucleus. This pa-
rameter is sampled event-by-event in function NUDIST of FLUKA. curreutlv called by the
new subroutine CORRIN after eiUeriiig EVENTQ generator. In addition to the correlatioii.
some phenomenological factors (provided in the DATA Statement of CORRIN. according t o
the values tabulated in Appendix of Alsmillers' report). dependent on the target mass and
on the projectile particle, are used for further reduction of the intranuclear cascade energy.
to match the measured multiplicities of "gray'' particles. After reducing the total energy. the
emitted cascade neutrons and protons are sampled in the subroutines NUCEVT (the parton
model; above 5 GeV/cJ or NUCRIN (the intermediate energy model) of EVENTQ module.

2 the modules including them are given in brackets
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Another modification relative to FLUKA concerns the excitation energy after inelastic
collision. TV. In subroutine CORRIN we followed the assumption made by Barashenkov
et al. j l l that the excitation energy is proportional to the number of "wounded* (hit by
projectile! nucleons. We correlated it with the randomly sampled number n of projectile
colhsions inside a nucleus usiiig the exponential distribution proposed by Campi 13. see
equation ( 2.3 ) :

/ (£„)= — - -cxp - (1.
(n ~ l)\£ V E0 i

accounting for excitation energy fluctuations. This is accomplished by the FT. NCT'ION
EXDIST called froni CORRIN. A certain semi-empirical amount E0 of excitation energy
per wourided nucleon was assumed by us to be a slowly increasing function of the atomic
niass A of the target:

Eo ^ c A1'' (2)

äs it was originally done in the FLUKA parametrization below 100 MeV: no dependence of
the excitation energy on the projectile energy below 100 MeY is assumed. The coefficient
c was readjusted in function BEKEKA (included in the INTRAM module of FLI'KA l to G
MeV. providing a better consistency of evaporated neutron yields and residual nuclei niasse?
with other data (see Ref. [17]). As a consequence. in FLUNEV both the energies, carried by
the intranuclear cascade and spent for the excitation. are cross-correlated. The kinematical
limits for the excitation energy are further tested (an additional condition. important for low
incident energies, is that £cx cannot exceed the projectile particle energy) in the subrou-
tines BEKEKA, NUCEVT or NUCRIK, and then it is transferred back in TV variable of
COMMON /FINUC/ to the KASKNEV module.

2.3 KASKNEV - particle transport control subroutine

Modified subroutmes: KASKAD
New subroutines included: FOLOWN

Other new subroutmes called: ERUP[EVAPFLU;. AMBDEQ[EPILOGNj. HISTJGEPJ,
CORR[GEP:
New COMMON blocks: HETC5, HETCT, HETTP, EVA1, LABCOS, CORINC, EVASCO.
SAMPLN, CONTLK

KASKNEV module contains a special FLUNEV Version of the FLUKA control subroutine
for particle transport, KASKAD. The most important changes are made in the following two
sections of the original subroutine:

1. After an inelastic collision (labels 400-499) between particle and nucleus lexcept
than hydrogen). the total energy. momentum (assuming four-momentum conser-
vation) and atomic and mass numbers (assuming charge and baryon number con-
servation) of the residual nucleus left after the high energy particle emission and
after the intranuclear cascade are calculated additionally. The latter two values.
APR and ZPR. together with the excitation energy £cx(transferred äs TV from
the inelastic collision module. EVENTQ; see the last subsection for a modification}
are further transferred (by COMMON /HETC5/) to subroutine ERUP, activating
the evaporation module (see next subsection). Note that the energy units between
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FLUKA modules and EVAP should be converted from GeV to MeV. and back

when returning. The subroutine FOLOWN performing the low energy neutron
transport i? called for each evaporated neutron. with its position coordinates. di-
rection components. energy. weight and current regioii given äs input. parameters.
The energies of evaporated protons and heavy fragments äs well äs the excitation
arid recoil energies of the residual nucleus after evaporation contribute the energy
deposited at the collision site (scored additionally by subroutmes GEODEN and

AMBDEO ). The evaporated neutrons and protons are included also (by subrou-

tine FLUX) in the secondary production counters. Tlie histograms- of excitation
energies. residual nuclei masse? and evaporated neutron energies are booked by

GEP package subroutines HIST and CORR (see Section 5 t . The residual excita-
tion energy after evaporation of the massive particles äs well a? the atomic and

mass numbers of tlie residual nucleus are the input parameters of the subsequently
called gamma deexcitatation subroutine. GAMEXF (NDEMFLU module i .

2. After a neutron is slowed down below the FLUKA energy threshold for transport
process (labels 600-699). the FOLOWN low energy neutron transport subroutine

is called with the current neutron position. direction, energy, weight and region
given äs input parameters. As in the original KASKAD. 1/3 of the energy of any

other non-decaying particle falling down below the threshold is deposited locally,

and 2/3 of its energy is transformed into one isotropically emitted neutron. and
further transported by subroutine FOLOWN.

H no low energy neutron transport, has been activated (by specifying the relevant threshold
below 50 MeV, see Section 3.1) the Standard FLUKA treatment of the evaporated neutron
energy and of the threshold neutron energy (1/3 deposited locally and 2/3 within one inelastic

interaction length) is used instead of the FOLOWN subroutine.

2.4 EVAPFLU - evaporation module

Modified subroutines: none
New subroutines included: BERTTP. ERUP. DRES. DRESF, GETRIG. ONRG. DOST,
ENERGY. ENRG. EXPRNF. BLOCK DATA
Other new subroutine^ called: none
New COMMON block*: HETC5. HETC6, HETC7, HETTP, EVAO, EVAl. LABCOS.
INPFLG. FORCN. AZ, FISHUN: SEED. EVASCO, blank

The evaporation Code EVAP-5 is based on the Weisskopf theory extended by many others.
finally by the KFA Juelich group '2 äs a part of their HETC version. from where it was
adopted by us. Competition with high energy fissioii is also accounted for by usiiig RAL
model of Achinson i see ,2 for references). The updated nuclear model parameters (see
Section 4.1 and referred documentation l are read from a special data set {called Bertini tape)
by subroutine BERTTP. called from the main program (FLUNEVG). An excitation energy
EX, a mass number APR and an atomic number ZPR of the pre-evaporation nucleus are
provided by COMMON /HETC5/ to the control subroutine of evaporation module. ERUP.
from the calling subroutine, KASKAD. The nuclear mass in MeV is computed internally
in subroutine DRES accounting for the binding energy bj' function ENERGY. The sampled
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energies and directions of succeeding evaporated neutrons. protons and heavy fragments
(a.d.1.3 H t } are given on Output of DRES in COMMON /EVA1,. A special Version of
DRES. the DRESF subroutine. is called if the higli energy fission is to be considered. When
leaving ERUP. the same variables APR and ZPR contain the mass and atoniic number of
the residual post-evaporation nucleus: its excitation energy U U and recoil energy EREC are
also determined. The mean values of excitatiori energies before and after evaporation and of
the yields and energies of evaporated particles. averaged over all inelastic interactions in the
System, are printed at the end of FLUNEV run by extended subroutine EPILOG. EVAPFLU
module contains its own BLOCK DATA.

2.5 FOLOWN - low energy neutron transport subroutine

Modified subroutine s: none
New subroutines included: FOLOWN
Other new subroutine^ called: RETSIG;XSECFLU. COLISN:XSECFLU .
AMBDEO!EPILOGN\P
New COMMON blockt: MORSEC. MACSIG. SAMPLN. CONTLN

The special subroutine FOLOWN has been written by us to follow low energy neutron?
within the FLUNEV code. It is called (see Fig. 1) from the extended particle transport
control subroutine KASKAD (KASKNEV module) each time the neutron falls below the 50
MeV energy limit, or when it is produced by an evaporation process. with the current neu-
tron position, direction. energy and weight set äs input arguments. Neutrons are tracked in
FOLOWN between the collisions and region boundaries using the original FLUKA geometry
package (GEOFAR. MOVE and related routines). Their energy ränge from 50 MeV to 0.4
eV (assumed for thermal neutrons} is divided into intervals (the energy groups). The corre-
sponding total interaction lengths (for the thermal group replaced by the difTusion length)
are retrieved from core by the subroutine RETSIG (XSECFLU module). Changes of the
energies and directions in subsequent collisions are controlled in FOLOWN by calling the
subroutine COLISN (XSECFLU module) adapted from the MORSE multigroup code. Scor-
ing of neutron fluences and doses is accomplished by subroutine GEODEN of FLUKA and
by the enhanced scoring subroutine AMBDEQ.

The following events are recognized by subroutine FOLOWN during neutron random
walk:

1. Neutron appears below 50 MeV when entering FOLOWN. Its energy group is
determined and the corresponding macroscopic total cross section is retrieved by
RETSIG.

2. Neutron free flight path is sampled from exponential distributiou. It is moved
by MOVE to the next interaction point (item 4) or the nearest region boundary
crossing point (item 3), determined by GEOFAR. The tracklength estimator of
neutron fluence is contributed (if required by user) by GEODEN.

3. Neutron crosses a region boundary. The surface crossing estimator of neutron
fluence is contributed (if required by user) by GEODEN and contribution to dose
equivalent (estimated by conversion factors) is calculated by AMBDEQ. If the
entered region (determined by GEOFAR) is an internal void neutron traverses it
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towards the next region boundary (item 2) . and if the entered region is an external

void neutron escapes from the System f i t s history is terminated). Control returns
to item 2.

4. Neutron reaches a collision site. The collision density estimator of neutron fiu-
ence is contributed l if required by user) by GEODEN. If the current energv is

below the region-dependent threshold (specified by user on the ASSIGNMA input

cards and stored in ETLN matrix of COMMON SAMPLN • ' ) the neutron energy
is assumed to be deposited locally (by GEODEN i and its further history is ter-

minated . Otherwise. the post-collision direction and energv group are randomly
sampled by COLISN using the probability distribution? takeii from the cross sec-

tion arrays of core. Note t hat an element on which collision occures i? sampled
randomly from the isotopic composition of a compound material. The particle
weight i? naultiplied by the nonabsorption probability or neutron multiplicity at
subsequent collisions instead of killing it randomly (nonanalog Absorption i . A

deposited energv according to the kerma factor is scored by GEÖDEN and AMB-
DEO. Eventually. secondary gamma emission is sampled by subroutine GPROBF.

Then control returns t o item 1.

2.6 NDEMFL, GPROBF - Implementation of nuclear gamma emis-
sion

Modified subroutines: EGSLNK
New subroutines included: GPROBFL, NDEMFL. GAMEXF. GAMMA. LEV. CONPRB.
REJGAM, GETA. MSPIN. TRNS. PCS. FINT. FMAX, SKEME
Other new subroutines called: none

New COMMON blocks: PHOTEM. NDAS, SUMRY, IOPUT. BIG l, BIG2. BIG3. BIG4.
GROSS1, GROSS2, GA: DATA1, REPEAT, NEW. DATAPS. PSS

Another extension of the FLUNEV version of FLUKA code is incorporation of the sec-
ondary photons emitted from the nuclei excited in inelastic collisions and from the low energy
neutron reactions like inelastic scattering or radiative capture. Emission and transport of
these nuclear gammas can optionall y be switched on by a user of our code by assigning the

negative sign to the neutron energy threshold (WHAT(6)) on the ASSIGNMA input card.
Specification of the regions for which gamma production is of interest and the lower energy
cutoffs for electron and photon transport (EGSCUT input card of FLUKA) is a problem-

dependent task to be considered by the user.

Gamma emissions from the neutron reactions are accounted for in the neutron to gamma
transfer matrixes included in the HILO library. The energy ränge of photon cross sections in
HILO covers 22 energy groups from 20 MeV down to 10 keY, however the gamma production
data are unfortunately limited on.lv to neutrons below 20 MeV (for overcoming this problem
see the note in further part of this section). Emitted gammas are sampled by the subroutine
GPROBF adopted from the MORSE code and called from the neutron transport subroutine
FOLOWN after each neutron collision. The number of generated photons corresponds to the
integer part of the multiplicity given by the neutron to gamma transfer cross section in the
respective neutron group (retrieved from the library data storage); the Russian roulette is
played for emission of the last photon respectively to the fractional part of the yield data. The
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energy group of emitted photon is chosen randomly from the transfer probability matrix and
its direction is sampled from the isotropic distribution since anisotropic gamma production
data have not been available. Eacli gamma has assigned a weight that is äquivalent to the
\veighi of the incident ueutron before the collision: the importance sampling scheine found in
the original MORSE subroutme is not used in our version. Weights and energies of crealed
gammas are mcluded in the energy balance and o1 her counters of nur code: bookkeeping the
histogram of emitted gamma spectrum is also Option all y available (GEP destination C).

The same input and Output code options concern the photon? produced from nuclear
deexcitations. These processes are accounted for by interfacing to FLL'KA environment the
NDEM module 12 of the HERMES code systeni. The NDEMFL subroutine called from
inain program initializes this module before begining of the cascade Simulation and reads in
an additional data sei (tape 30l containing the nuclear level. shell and pairing energy data.
However. only the lowest Option from the few available physical models of NDEM is fixed to
be used in our version. assuming n o discrete line gamma spectrum but rather a continuum
of nuclear states above the pairing gap of the excited nucleus. In this manner the use of thi?
additional module is niade äs simple and fast äs possible, and an amount of the required data
is substantially reduced. Moreover. the input parameters which are the excitation energy and
the atomic and mass numbers of the excited nucleus are provided only to some extents of
accuracy which cause that the results of possible finer deexcitation models would be not rnore
reliable than the simplest level. The emission of deexcitation gammas is controlled by the
new subroutine GAMEXF called from KASKAD after the evaporation phase of an inelastic
event, leaving a still excited residual nucleus, is completed; simultaneous competition of the
massive particle and photon deexcitation modes is not considered äs well äs the nuclei lighter
than helium. The number and energies of photons are sampled by the subroutine GAMMA
of NDEM and transferred back by common /PHOTEM/, and the directions are selected
isotropically. Note that the energy units of NDEM module are MeY.

In current version. the same deexcitation module is used also for the completion of lacking
gamma production from the neutron collisions in energy ränge between 50 and 20 MeV. The
essential point of our approach is the crude assumption that each st ruck nucleus becomes
excited to the energy which is roughly approximated by subtracting the energies of emitted
secondary neutrons and charged reaction products including recoil (given by neutron kerma
factors) from the projectile neutron energy. The reaction Q-values. not available from the
used data library. are neglected here. Moreover. since the energy is conserved only äs averaged
over many neutron collisions. it can unfortunately occur that for some single events the energy
balance is negative, and these cases are rejected in the current version. The resulting energy
is deexcited by calling GAMEXF subroutine after neutron collision, instead of GPROBF.

The produced photons can be fürt her transported by the EGS module linked to FLUKA.
This approach enables possibly lower energy cutoffs than the multigroup method and it
provides more accurate description of the energy deposition processes: moreover. the photon
kerma factor data are thus not required. Both the gamma emission subroutines. GPROBF
and GAMEXF tag the photon of nuclear origin (by assigning the particle type number 26 to i t )
and call the subroutine EGSLINK immediately after it is produced. Tagging of these photons
is useful to distinguish their contributions to the absorbed dose and dose equivalent from the
contribution of the electromagnetic cascade initiated by high energy processes. Scoring of the
photon fluences or currents. spectra and doses is accomplished by implementing calls of the
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AMBDEO scoring subroutine to the AUSGAB subroutine of EGS. The photon flux to dose
conversion factor? in energy ränge 10 keV t o l GeV are taken from the ICRP publications
[9:: note t hat they conceru a phantom irradiated by a parallel neld. The region-dependent
lower energy thresholds for the photon transport can be set up by using the EGSCXTT inpul
option of FLUKA.

2.7 XSECFLU - multigroup neutron and gamma cross section and
collision module

Modified subroutines: none

New subroutines included: XSECFL. XSPRIN. XSTAPE. GTMED. RETS1G. COLISN.
GTISO. AZIRN. FLTRNF. BLOCK DATA
Other new subroutines called: none
New COMMON blockt: MACSIG. LOCSIG, LOCXSEC. DEFMAT. CONTLN. SEED

The multigroup neutron cross sections and kerma factors are linked from an external in-
put nie (see Section 4.2 for contents and preparation) by the subroutine XSECFL adapted
from MORSEC package i3\d by the main program (FLUNEVG). Particularly. the mi-
croscopic data are read by the subroutine XSTAPE called by XSECFL, and then they are

mixed in XSECFL to the macroscopic cross sections and kermas. by using the compositions
and densities specined by the Standard user input, options (MATERIAL and COMPOUND]
of FLUKA (FLUNEV (. Note that all the composite materials should be defined äs the COM-

PUNDs (e.g. , the Standard FLUKA materials AIR or CONCRETE are not accepted), and

all single elements should have assigned material indices lower than the first composite ma-
terial. A warning is printed if some of the required isotopes are not available in HILO86
data. Total interaction lengths of neutrons below 50 MeV and photons below 20 MeV and

released energies of charged secondaries versus neutron group are printed optionallv. and an
extra printout may be obtained from subroutine XSPRIN by changing to l the IPRIN control

variable of COMMON /LOCSIG/ in BLOCK DATA.

The subroutines RETSIG and COLISN, called from the low energy neutron transport
module (FOLOWN) with incoming neutron energy group and direction äs the parameters.

retrieves correspondingly the total cross section and kerma factor. and samples and returns
the post collision parameters (weight. energy and direction). The subroutine GTMED (called
by COLISN) selects randomlv an isotope for which neutron collision occurs. for a compound
material. The GPROBF subroutine samples energies and directions of gamma rays emit-
ted from neutron collisions and calls EGSLINK for their further transport. COLISN and
GPROBF subroutines (they were simplined for FLUNEV usage) and the relevant core arrays
contained in COMMON blocks /MORSEC/ (cross sections) and /LOCSIG/Y/LOCXSEC/
(addresses) are described in MORSE code documentation [3]. Note that the XSECFLU.
KASKNEV. and EPILOGN modules involve several initializations performed in their com-

mon new BLOCK DATA.
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2.8 AMBDEQ,EPILOGN - enhanced scoring and Output subrou-
tines

Modified subroutine s: EPILOG
New subroutines included: AMBDEQ. EPITAF. TABDET
Other new subroutines called: HIST GEP
New COMMON blocks: SAMPLN. CONTLN. FDSCOR. EVASCO, RUNTIT, EBISCO

Scoring of t he dose contributions from difFerent radiation compoiients i? the essential
and extended task performed by our code \vhen applied TG t he radiation protection area.
In general. the methods of estimation depend on the quamity of interest. on the physical
processes. on Types of the particles and on the energy ränge, äs it is described belo\v.

Absorbed dost

Scoring of the absorbed dose directly from particles above 50 Me"\s not beeil changed
against FLUKA defaults. Their deposited energy consists of two components:

1. loiiization energy losses of charged particles: the distance between subs<-qiK-nt col-
lisioiis is divided int o steps. and at each step the energy of a particle i s reduced
accordiug t o the stopping power formula; the energy lost is deposited in the mid-
point of the step. Scored from KASKNEV, after a charged particle night (the
tracklength fiux estimating method) by the old subroutine GEODEN, and by the

subroutine A M B D E .

2. The energy deposited from the electromagnetic cascade is sampled from serni-
empirical formulas describing the radial and longitudinal distributions (or the EGS
System is called). Scored from KASKNEV. by GEODEN.

One part of the absorbed dose from high energy neutrons is included in the first component äs
the energy of their charged secondaries. another part is due to deexcitation of residual nuclei
after the neutron inelastic interactions. The excitation energy together with the energy of
particles falling below the threshold is the third component of the absorbed dose calculated
by the original FLUKA. and treatment of this contribution has significantly been improved
in FLUNEV.

In the KASKNEV module the energy of evaporated protons. heavy fragments (a, d.t .3 He]
and the recoil energy increase (by the additional calls of GEODEN and AMBDEQ) the
deposited energy counter at place of an inelastic interaction. Another fraction of the energy
released is taken by evaporated neutrons and deexcitation gammas and further transported
through the system - escaping or deposited elsewhere. The remaining part of E€3 is lost äs
the nuclear binding energy. Possible energy depositions contributed by the ä deexcitation
and by decay of radioactive products are not considered.

The lovr energy component of absorbed dose obtained from FOLOWN is due to the
neutron nuclear reactions (elastic and iuelastic scattering. («.,7) aiid f n. charged} capture.
(71.27l). fission etc.). contributing to the dose by depositing the kinetic energy of secondary
charged particles and the recoil energy of a residual nucleus or fragments in place of a reaction.
The corresponding amount of energy is scored in FOLOWN by GEODEN and AMBDEQ after
each neutron interaction took place, using the collision density estimate of the neutron fluence
multiplied by the relevant kerma factor. The thermal neutron energy is totally absorbed
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within one difTusion length calculated for that medium. The energy deposition due to the
photons emitted from nuclear deexcitations. inelastic neutron scattering and radiative capture
is scored hy the EGS module perforining their Transport.

DOÄ( equivalent

Estimation of the dose equivalent can be accoiiiplished in FLUNEV by using the t wo
iiearly independent methods:

1. By multiplying the absorbed dose in the tissue-equivalent material by quality fac-
tors. E ach time the energy deposited in the tissue region (note that for other
material s this Option is not useful) is incremented by one of the contributions de-
scribed above. the corresponding increment in the dose equivalent i? obtained (in
AMBDEQ. except of the energy deposited by the electromagnetu cascade which is
fiiially added in EPILOGN with quality factor 1) using h quality faoor according
to the type and energy of the contributing particle.

2. By multiplying the particle curreni or fluence (the decision is left to a user in
SDUM parameter of BOUNDAR^ mput specification) entering the tissue region by
the relevant flueiice-to-dose conversion factor. The particles contributing here are

the neutrons (in the whole energy ränge), high energy protons. charged pions and
photons; a current of the short-range charged particles is negligible. The respective
amount of the dose equivalent is scored by AMBDEQ each time a particle of the
type indicated above crosses the specified region boundary from outside.

Estimation of star densities and particle fiuences (using the volume tracklength. bound-
ary crossing or collision density methods}, accomplished by the original FLUKA subroutine,
GEODEN, has not been changed in FLUNEV (except that array dimensions in COMMON
/SCORES/. corresponding to the maximum number of detector regions available. have cur-
rently been extended to 40). The additional subroutine AMBDEQ. extending the original
FLUKA options by calculating the absorbed doses and dose equivalents from difFerent radia-
tion componenis and for user-selected regions, is called from KASKNEV or FOLOWN. with
the following input paxameters:

1. U - type of the particle: if positive - defined by FLUKA; if negative (for calls from
FOLOWN) - a low energy neutron in group -U;

2. NREG - current region number; for crossing a boundary - the entered region; the
subroutine is active only if the region is included (by input specification) in NRC
matrix of COMMON /SAMPLN/;

3. EN - energy of the particle (in GeV):

4. AMOUNT - quantity obtained from the calling subroutine: if positive - to be scored
äs a boundary-defmed estimate (the current and the respective dose equivalent j:
if negative - to be scored äs a volume-defined estimate (the dose absorbed and the
dose equivalent by means of quality factor)

Regions of interest are determined äs the regions for which the neutron energy thresholds have
been set below 50 MeV and for which all the Standard scoring options have been required.
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(see Section 31. The quality factors and the conversions factors due to ambient dose equiv-
alent S are included in DATA statement of AMBDEO. The histograms of neutron fluences
and of the respective dost- equivalent spectra for different regions are booked in AMBDEO
by the subroutine HIST of the GEP package. The scored magnitudes. stored in COMMON

FDSCOR . are finallv norinalized per incident beam particle. converted to radiation protec-
tion units (Gy. Sv ) and printed i see Section 5). by the additional subroutine EPITAF called
at the end of a run from the new version of EPILOG subroutine, EPILOGN.
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3 Enhanced user input options in FLUNEV

3.1 Extension of ASSIGNMA Option

The new parameter WHAT(6) on the ASSIGNMA card defines the lower energy cutoff (in
GeV ) for neutron transport in the specified ränge of geometry regions. Additioiially. its
negative sign switches on the emission and transport of nuclear gamma rays. If left blank,
if set to 0.0 or if set above 0.05 then no the low energy neutron transport subroutine (see
Section 2.5) nor the additional estimates {see Section 2.7) are activated. These additional
responses and histogram data are scored. printed and stored only for these regions for which
the low energy neutron transport option and all 3 flux estimating methods (TRACKLEN.
BOUNDARY and COLLISIO) are required by user. Further explanations can be found in
Sections 1. 2.5 and 2.7.

3.2 Extensions of START and ENERBINS options

The SDUM parameter on the START card set to 'GEP" character string initializes the m-
terface with GEP graphical package; then fürt her input cards containmg specification of
histogram bins are immediately required after the START card (see Appendix A äs an ex-
ample).

The SDUM parameter on the ENERBINS card set to 'USERDEF character string switches
on an arbitrary user-defmed energy bin structure for the volume tracklength. boundary cross-
ing and collision density estimators. The upper Hmits (in GeV) of the energy intervals are
specined in increasing order äs WHAT(i) parameters of the same input card. The first two
entries are used to define upper limits of the neutron energy ranges for the extra scoring
options for regions defined by the ASSIGNMA. COLLISIO. TRACKLEN and BOUNDARY
input commands: if this is desired the third limit should be set to 0.05 GeY.

3.3 Changes of BEAM, BEAMPOS and DUMPTHEM input cards

The first modincation concerns sampling source particles from the ring beam shape (useful
e.g. for the colimator calculatioris). It is activated by seting the SDUM parameter on the
BEAMPOS input card to 'RING'. Then WHAT(4) and WHAT(5) beam width parameters
of the BEAM user input card are interpreted äs the internal radius of a beam ring and äs the
radial thickness, instead of the rectangular beam dimensions. WHAT(4)=0 can be used for
cylindrical beam shape. Note that the extended subroutine BEAMDV. included in RZGEOM
cylindrical geometry module, assumes for that case a beam symmetrical around z axis.

The second modincation enables dumping low energy neutrons on collision tape. WHATfi)
set to 7 causes dump of evaporated neutrons. and WHAT(i) set to 9 causes dump of neutrons

slowed down below the energy threshold of high energy module (usually 50 MeV); a negative

value activates printout of the dumped variables.
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4 Additional input data files required by FLUNEV

4.1 Evaporation model pararneters

Code input unit: FTlOFOÜl
Current binary data sei name: D03JMZ.BERTPD
EBCDIC formatted data sei name: D03JMZ. BERT. EBCDIC
Retrieval job in member:

This file, called the Bertiiii data tape. conlains binary input data for evaporanon model
(nuclear model parameters). äs the nuclear masses. radii. shell and pairing energies. inverse
cross sections and pre-computed functions. Since it was taken without. any changes from the
HETC/KFA code (except t hat the intranuclear cascade data are skipped). a user interested
in contents of the successive data records can be referred t o the original documentation !2 .
The data are read in by the subroutine BERTTP of the EVAPFLU module. called from the
main FLUNEY program. They can be retrieved from the EBCDIC card image format by
the job contained m ^BERDAIN member of the D03JMZ.FLÜNEV.S directory: the binary
data are writteii in the DOUBLE PRECISION mode.

4.2 NDEM module nuclear level library

Code input unit: FT30F001
Curreni binary data sei name: D03JMZ.NDEMLIB.BIN
EBCDIC formatted data »et name: D03JMZ.NDEMLIB. EBCDIC
Retrieval job in member:

This file contains the nuclear level, shell and pairing energy data. in a version reduced
for using only the simplest available physical model of NDEM. The data are read in by the
subroutine NDEMFL of the NDEMFLU module, called from the main FLUNEV program.
They can be retrieved from the EBCDIC card image format by the job contained in #TRX
member of the D03JMZ.NDEM.S directory: the binary data are written in the DOUBLE
PRECISION mode.

4.3 Multigroup cross section and kernia factor data

Code input unit: FT20F001
Current binary data set name: D03JMZ.HILO86.MORSEC
EBCDIC formatted data set name: D03JMZ.HILO86.EBCDIC
Retrieval Jobs in members: #MORSECFL. #HILO86B

This file contains the microscopic cross sections and kerma factors. for 45 neutron groups
belov- 50 MeV and 20 photon groups below 20 MeV of KILO, and for 18 isotopes 4 . The
original library data in EBCDIC/FIDO format were processed by the job #HILO86B to the
binary group-organized set and then by the job #MORSECFL (running the MORSECFLU
retrieval code adapted from the corresponding XCHEKR program of the MORSE code sys-
tem) to the MORSEC package core arrays [3]. Somewhat modified (relative to the original
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documentation) arrangemen! of the data records. containing fiiially the total cross sections,
nonabsorption. gamma emission and dcnvnscatter probabilities. scattering angles and kerma
factors suitable for MC r an dorn walk and estimation. is indicated by comments in the corre-
sponding input subroutine. XST'APE l called from XSECFL. and this from the niain FLUNEV
program). The data are read in into a single precision buffer. aiid then converted to double
precision.

The microscopic kerma factors beloiv 20 MeY have been retrieved from the MACKLIB-IY
nuclear response library i5 . and collapsed to the KILO groups on the IBM ^C-AT Computer.
Between 20 and 50 MeY the kermas had been derived 7 from the iiitranuclear -cascade

-evaporation model of HETC code. All the used kerma factors have been included in the
BLOCK DATA of MORSECFLU code.
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5 Extensions of FLUNEV code Output and using GEP
facility

At the end of the input section. external printout is given froni XSECFLI." module containing
the group inacroscopic values of total interaction lengths and charged secondary energies for
low energy neutrons. for all isotopes aud compounds required in a FLUNEV run.

At the end of run. some additional statistics are added concerning the mean results from
the evaporation inodel and from the lo\ energy neutron transport module. The final energy
balance table is extended in FLL'NEV. and divided into 3 parts:

1. High energy transport process: balance includes primary particle energy. ionisation
losses. electromagnetic cascade deposition. excitation energy. escaping particles.
neutrons slowed down below 50 MeV and other threshold particles:

2. Evaporation process: balance includes initial excitation energy. energies of evap-
orated neutrons. protons and heavy fragments, residual excitation energy. recoil
energy and energy lost for nuclear binding.

3. Low energy rieutron transport: balance includes total energy of neutrons below
50 MeV (should be the suni from threshold and evaporation). energy of charged
secondaries (from kermas). and energy absorbed (lost by nonanalog absorption
and when slowing down below region dependent threshold. and the energy amount
taken by secondary gammas; the rest is assumed to be lost for the excess mass.

All items are averaged over the whole system volume and given per one primary particle,
in GeV and percents. Note also t hat. evaporated neutrons and protons are included in the
secondary production counters.

The results of the enhanced scoring options (see Section 2.7) are included at the end of
FLUNEV printout. For the regions defined by a user (see the note included in description of
ASSIGNMA input Option. Section 3.1) additionally tabulated are:

1. particle fluences or currents entering a region (if BOUNDARY Option specified)

2. dose equivalents estimated by conversion factors (if äs above)

3. absorbed doses

4. dose equivalents estimated by the quality factors (valid only if the material in
region is tissue)

5. effective quality factors (obtained äs the raean ratios of the dose equivalents and
the absorbed doses)

versus region number of interest (see Section 3.1 for definition), for the following radiation
components:

1. electromagnetic cascade;

2. high energy and evaporated protons;

3. positive pions;
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4. negative pions;

5. evaporated heavy fragments arid recoils:

6. gaiiima rays of rmclear origin;

7. neutrons in 5 energy ranges defined optionally to be above 50 MeV. between 50

MeV. £"]. E? and 0.4 keV and for the thermal group (the limits EI and E2 are

specined by user on ENERBINS input card. see Section 3.2).

An example of these additionally scored and printed results caii be found in Tab. T of our

separate report 15 .

The subroutine GEPIC is called (if GEP option is specified in START user input card. see

Section 3.1 ) from the niain program to initialize the interface with GEP graphical System 10 :

subroutines DSTl and DST2 initialize the succeeding destiiiations (see the list beknvi. BINS2

assign the eiiergy biiis of histograms. and GEP"W closes the access to GEP (all called frorn the

main prograin). The energy bin vridths are read by GEP after the START card (see example

in the Appendix A. and GEP description i l O l: currently. the lethargy bin s (logarithmic

energy) are used for neutrons. The subroutines HIST and CORR of GEP package are called

from the KASKNEV and FOLOWN modules. with the firsl argument being a destiuation

number. the second argument being a logarithm of particle energy, and the third being

the booked quantity. The destination numbers and the respective scores correspond to the

following histograms of the results:

1. the excitation energies before evaporation (HIST 1); called from KASKNEV :

2. the evaporated neutron spectrum (HIST 2); called from KASKNEV;

3. the post-evaporation residual atornic mass distribution (HIST 3); called from
KASKNEV:

4. the excitation energies versus projectile energies (CORR 4); called from KASKNEV;

5. the secondary neutron yjeld versus energy and angle (CORR 5); called from
KASKNEV if the Standard FLUXTYPE input option has the first parameter set
to 2:

6. the spectrum of gammas emitted from deexcitations and produced in neutron
collisions (HIST 6):

7. the neutron and photon current or dose spectra (HIST lO^NREG+IDST), where
NREG is the region number, IDST is set to l for the tracklength estimator. to 2
for the boundary estimator. to 3 for the collision estimator. and to 4 for the dose
equivalent: 5 is used for ganirna current and 6 for gamma contributions to dose
equivalent: called from KASKNEV FOLOWN and AMBDEG.

The line-priiiter Version of obtained histograms is appended tc. the Job out-put and additionally
written on the special DN data set (see the Appendix A» to be interactively plotted on the
laser printer by a user (see Ref. J10., and Figs. 5-9 of our separate report [15,, äs an example).
Bookkeeping of other data desired for plots can be accomplished by including similar calls to
GEP subroutines frorn the source code. To abändern GEP, dummy subroutines can be used
instead of the listed above.
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6 Running FLUNEV code on IBM Computers at DESY

6.1 Operating System, tirne and core considerations

FLUNEV l version 1990) is written in FORTRAN77 language. using the IMPLICIT DOUBLE
PRECTSION specifications in all subprograms. and it is compiled by the FVS Compiler. It
has been run at tlie DESY Computer Center 011 the IBM-30S4 and IBM-3090 machines under
the MVS/NEWLIB System. The 3CL control language cards for a sample problem Job are
included in the Appendix A.

Usually, only the subroutines changed by a user should be included in input t o the
compile step; the original versions can be copied from the DQ3JMZ.FLUNEV90.S source
library; the COMMON blocks of FLUNEV and of the Standard FLUKA are to be in-
cluded from FLUNEV90.COMMON and FLUKA90.COMMON. The FLUNEV modules are
linked from D03JMZ.FLUNEV90.L load library. previously created by the Compiler from the
D03JMZ.FLÜNEV90.S catalog; the residual modules of original FLUKA are linked from the
D03JMZ.FLUKA90.LOAD load library (source version in the catalog D03JMZ.FLUKA90.
FORTRAN). The GEPFORT cataloged procedure links FLUNEV with the GEP graphical
package; besides the Standard compile (C). load (L) and go (G) steps it involves the additional
P, S, Gl and G2 steps of the FLUNEV Job. CERNLIBRARY and DESYLIB subroutines
(linked from the R01UTL.CERN.GENLIB, R01UTL.CERN.KERNLIB and SYSl.DESY.LFVS
libraries) are occasionally called for a time. date etc. ; they can be. however. easily abandoned
(e.g. by calls from the module CERNM2); RNDM2 is the recommended uniform random
number generator. The condition Codes after the LINKAGE EDITOR step are allowed to be
8. since not all external references (e.g. to the EGS code System, to the residual geometry
packages, or to the GEP subroutines if not desired) should be satisfied for the particular run.
The GEPFORT steps S, Gl and G2. saving the results. are additionally protected by the
EVEN conditionai Option from an abnormal failure of the G step.

The execution step requires about 8000 Kb memory (this can be significantly reduced
without GEP, EGS, and NDEM and with COMMON /MORSEC/ decreased to include multi-
group data for only few elements). The two external binary input data units, 10 and 20 (see
Section 4) are used; eventually, another two. unit 8 and 12 for EGS input data. and unit 2 for
writing the random number seeds for restart. Except of the printout. the DN output data file
contains members with histogram data booked by GEP (see Section 5). and one extra unit
16 (to be earlier allocated by a user) is reserved for storing tabulated results (defined by the
user-written subroutine TABDET). Running time and the respective Job classes are strongly
dependent on the solved problem and the accuracy desired (e.g. , setting the neutron lower
energy cutoffs in regions, or accomplishing the detailed EGS Simulation of electromagnetic
cascades). and at DESY Computers they vary from 3 minutes to one hour or even more.
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6.2 Description of a sample problern

The sample problem considered here concerns re-evaluation of the neutron fluences above 0.1
MeV measured at CERN in a c.alorimeter-like iron structure irradiated by 200 GeV protons
from the SPS accelerator. The iron absorber was made of 20 rectangular iron plates of 5 cm

thickness. Several kiiids of activation detectors and doserneters were placed in 0.4 cm thick
aluminum plates. mounted in 0.7 cm thick slots between the iron layers. and before the first
one. Further expenmental details are given by Rus ei al. 14 . and comparison of the result?

calculated by FIA NEV with the measured data can be found in Section 3 of our previous
report ;17 .

The JCL and user input cards for the sample problem are given in the Appendix A
of this document. In our calculations the CERN experimental setup was modeled usinp
the cyliridrical geometry package (azimutal symmetry of the results wa? confirmed by the

experiment) assuming the transverse diameter of the System to be 30 cm and a rectangular
beam pronle of 1.2 x 0.9 cm (Standard BEAMDV subroutine is linked). The neutron fluences-
and the absorbed doses were scored by using the volume tracklength method in 30 geometry
regioiis (from the total nurnber of 308) corresponding to the aluminium layers from selected
6 slots (number 0. 1. 4, 8. 15. and 20) divided into 5 radial ranges (up to 1. 3. 6. 10 and

15 cm). The electromagnetic cascade and nuclear gamma energies were accounted for by
coupling FLUNEV with NDEM and EGS codes (the required PEGS data for Fe and AL are
read in from unit 12). The energy threshold in all the regions of the system was set to 0.1
eV for neutrons. 10 keY for photons and l MeV for electrons. The 8 energy intervals for
scoring. set between 0. 0.1 (taken optionally. äs the transport threshold) 0.8. 3. 6. 15, 25,
35 MeV and beam energy. according to the detector thresholds, are given on ENERBINS
card. Additionally. scoring of the neutron and total hadron star densities. and of the total
and electromagnetic energy densities is required by the Standard FLUKA Option.

Following the above problem definition, a 60 rninutes Job was run on the IBM-3084 Com-
puter, handling 28 beam protons and analyzing about 18S inelastic collisions in the whole
system per one beam particle. About 3.3 secondary neutrons were emitted per inelastic in-

teraction. The average cpu time for simulating one beam particle history was 12.8 s; this is
about 4.5 longer when comparing with the calculation time of original FLUKA code for the

same problem. with neutrons transported down to 50 MeV only and with the parametriz-a-
tion of electromagnetic cascade (the time increase factor of 1.7 was observed for the same

problem with neutron energy cutoff 0.1 MeV, no nuclear gamma emission and EGS still not
linked). The obtained neutron nuences (written on unit 16 by the special Version of subrou-
tine TABDET) are tabulated in the Appendix B of this document. Plotted results against
the measurements can be found in Figs. 6 and 7. and the spectra histograms in Fig. 8 of our

previous report 17'.
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Appendixes:

A JCL and user input cards for the sample Job

//* 08/05/86 002252147 MEHBER MAME «CERIEXP (FLUMEV90) JCL
//D03JMZ JOB CLASS=L,TIME=(6),BOTIFY=D03JMZ,MSGLEVEL=(2,1)
//*MAIK LIBES=40

//* F L U K E V - 9 0 *
//* FLUKA90 + EGS + EVAP-BDEM (HERMES/KFA) + MDRSEC/HIL086 *
//* COMPILE, LINK & GD JCL, FVS * GEP *
//* VERSION: FEBRUARY 1990 RUH AT DESY-D3 BY JMZ *

//* <= DB FILE IS OUTPUT FROK GEP FOR IMTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
// EXEC GEPFDRT,DH='DUMMY',
// CPRT='DUMMY',
// LPRM='LET,LIST',
// LPRT-'SYSDUT=*',
// LLB1='D03JHZ.FLUKA90.LOAD>,
// LLB2=»R01UTL.CERB.GENLIB',
// LLB3='R01UTL.CERK.KERHLIB',
// LLB4=>SYS1.DESY.LFVS',
// CPGH=FVS,CRGB-4000K,
// GRGN=8000K,GCND='(8,LT,L)',GTIM='(74)',
// SCBD='((8.LT.L),(999.LT.G).EVEM)',
// Q1CND=»((8,LT>L),C999,LT,G)>EVEK)',
// G2CKD='((8,LT,L) ,(999,LT,G),EVEN)'
//* => INCLUDE HODIFIED SOURCE MODULES FOR CQMPILATIOB

//C.SYSIB DD *
.MACRO FLUNEVG
.HACRO ftTABDET
//* => IKCLUDE COHHON BLOCKS OF FLUKA AHD FLUBEV TO SOURCE MODULES
//C.SYSLIB DD DSH=D03JHZ.FLUKA90.COHMON,DISP=SHR
// DD DSB=D03JMZ.FLUKEV90.COMHOH,DISP=SHR

//* *> IKCLUDE LOAD HODULES FROH FLUHEV ABD FLUKA LIBRARIES
//L.FLUKEV DD DSB=D03JMZ.FLUBEV90.L,DISP=SHR

//L.SYSIK DD *
IKCLUDE FLUBEV(FLUBEVG,KASKBEV.EVAPFLU,XSECFLU,EPILDGB, BLOCKB)
IHCLUDE FLUNEV(EVEHTQH.HUCREL88.BDEHFLU.EGS4BG,RZGEOM)
IBCLUDE SYSLIBCKASKAD,EVENTA,EVEHTQ,IBTRA)
IHCLUDE SYSLIB(BLOCKD,GEOGEO ,FLUXES,OUTPUT,BEWOPT,DUMHY)
IBCLUDE SYSLIBCEGS4)
EHTRY FLUNEV

//G.FT02F001 DD DUMHY
//* => IBCLUDE PEGS4 DATA
//G.FT12F001 DD DSB=D03JMZ.PEGSDATA.FE200,DISP=SHR

2See Sections 3-7 of this document for further explanations
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// DD DSS=D03JMZ.PEGSDATA.AL200,DISP=SHR
//G.FT08F001 DD DUMMY
//* => INCLUDE DATA FÜR EVAPORATIOI MODEL PARAMETERS (EVAP-HETC/KFA)
//G.FT10F001 DD DSB^DOSJMZ.BERTPBD,DISP=SHR
//* => INCLUDE MULTIGROUP NEUTRON CRDSS SECTION LIBRARY (HILD86)
//* NOTE: REAL DATA HAS BEEN WRITTEK IN SINGLE PRECISSIOH MODE
//G.FT20F001 DD DSM=D03JKZ.HIL086.MORSEC,DISP=SHR
//* => IBCLUDE HDEM CODE DATA BASE FÜR DEEXCITATION GAMMAS
//G.FT30F001 DD DSN=D03JMZ.JTDEMLIB.BIN ,DISP=SHR

//* <= OUTPUT DATA WRITTEN BY USER SUBROUTIHES
//G.FT16F001 DD DSH=D03JMZ.FLUNEVLA.CERNEGS,DISP=SHR
//* => USER IltPUT OPTIOHS
//G.SYSII DD *
TITLE

FLUNEV90 (FLUKA+EVAP-t-HORSEC) : 200 GEV P OH IRQN DUMP, EXP. SETUP, CERN/TIS-RP

l.OPROTDK

1.0

-1.0E-10ALUMINUM
-1.0E-10IRQN
-1.0E-10IRON
-1.0E-10IROK
-1.0E-10IRON
-1.0E-10IROK
-1.0E-10ALUKIHUK

-1.0E-10ALUMINUM
-1.0E-10ALUMINUM
-1.0E-10ALUHINUM
-1.0E-10ALUMINUM

VACUUM
VACUUM
VACUUK
VACUUK
VACUUM

50.0R-Z
15.0

COMMENT
BEAM
EGS
EG S CUT
BIAS
ASSIGBMA
ASSIGNMA
ASSIGBMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGBHA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGHMA
ASSIGSMA
ASSIGHMA

GEOBEGIS
R-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIHITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS

1.0
-200.0

0.0
0.001
0.0
10.0
11.0
11.0

11.0
11.0
11.0

10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0

10.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

5.4

11.1
16.8

22.5
28.2
33.9
39.6
45.3
51.0
56.7

62.4

0.0

0.0

0.00001
1.0

2.0

T.O
8.0

9.0
10.0

11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
15.0
1.0
0.4
5.8
11.5
17.2
22.9

28.6
34.3
40.0
45.7

51.4
57.1

62.8

0.0

0.0

6.0
292.0
293.0
294.0
295.0
296.0
297.0

298.0
299.0
300.0
301.0

302.0
303.0
304.0
305.0
306.0

15.0
3.0

6.1
11.8
17.5

23.2
28.9
34.6
40.3
46.0
51.7
57.4

63.1

1.2

1.0

1.0
15.0

1B.O
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15,0
15.0
15.0
0.0
6.0

0.9

301.0

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

114.4
10.0
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Z-LIMITS
2-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIKITS
Z-LIHITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
Z-LIMITS
GEGEND
SCDRE
TRACKLEK
TRACKLEH
TRACKLEK
TRACKLEK
TRACKLEH
TRACKLEH
THRESHDLD

GUTLEVEL
BATCHES
START
BIHS
0.61E
0.326
0.088
0.087
0.038
0.100

0.100

0.100
0.100

0.100
BIMS
EHDQ

STOP
II

1 -10.
0.432
0.325
0.085
0.087
0.067
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
6 0.0

68.1
73.8
79. E

85.2
90.9

96.6
102.3

108.0
113.7

8.0
2.0
12.0
57.0

117.0
222.0
297.0
0.05

1.0
500.0
5000.0

0
0.327
0.326
0.087
0.086
0.058
0.100

0.100

0.100
0.100

0.100

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.

0.
0.
0.

0.
10*1. OE-2

326
435
088

044
051

100

100

100
100
100
9*1

68.5 68.8
74.2 74.5
79.9 80.2
85.6 85.9
91.3 91.6

97.0 97.3
102.7 103.0

108.4 108.7

114.1 114.4

207.0 208.0
3.0 4.0
13.0 14.0

58.0 59.0
118.0 119.0

223.0 224.0
298.0 299.0
l.OE-4 l.OE-4

4.0

l.OE+7 20.0

0.327
0.239
0.086
0.043
0.046
0.100

0.100
0.100
0.100

0.100
.OE-1

0.325
0.174
0.088
0.070
0.101
0.100

0.100

0.100
0.100

0.100
100*1

0.650
0.173
0.087
0.058
0.100

0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100

0.100
.OE-t-0

0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.

211.0

5.0
15.0
60.0

120.0
225.0
300.0
l.OE-4

1.0

653
173
086

051
100

100
100

100
100

100

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.

0.
0.
0.

0.

542
174
087

046

100
100

100
100
100

100

6.0 SLOT 0
16.0 SLOT 1
61.0 SLDT 4
121.0 SLOT 8
226.0 SLDT 15
301.0 SLDT 20
l.OE-4

GEP

0.326
0.087
0.087
0.041
0.100

0.100

0.100
0.100
0.100

0.100
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B Tabulated results of the sample Job

FLUNEV90CFLUKA4EGS+EVAP+MORSEC):200 GEV P DM IRQN DUMP, EXP. SETUP, CERH/TIS-RP

NEUTRON FLUENCE (CM**-2) IN ENERGY RANGE 0.8 - 15 MEV

SLOT/RAD.: 0 - 1 1 - 3 3 - 6 6 - 1 0 10-15 TOTAL

0.

1.
4.
8.
15.
20.

9.
2.

5.
6.

2.
1.

34E-02

03E-01
82E-01

04E-01
11E-01
14E-01

4
1
3
5
2
6

.25E-02

.24E-01

.78E-01

.41E-01

.70E-01

.39E-02

E.
8.

1.

2.
1.
4.

NEUTRON FLUENCE (CH**-2)

SLOT/RAD. :

0.
1.
4.
8.

15.

20.

1.
1.

3.
4.

1.

1.

0 - 1

02E-01
34E-01

93E-01
12E-01

15E-01

02E-01

1
7
2
3
1
4

1 - 3

.50E-02

.84E-02

.30E-01

.03E-01

.37E-01

.48E-02

3

1,
4.

1.
1.
7.

2.

NEUTRON FLUENCE (CM**-2)

SLOT/RAD.:

0.
1.
4.

8.
15.
20.

7.
1.

3.
2.

1.
3.

0 - 1

89E-02
17E-01
03E-01

87E-01

02E-01
86E-02

1
6

1
2
1
3

1 - 3

.36E-02

.09E-02

.58E-01

.11E-01

.05E-01

.OOE-02

3

4.

2.
7.
1.
4.
1.

KEUTRON FLUENCE (CM**-2)

SLOT/RAD. :

0.
1.
4.
8.
15.
20.

3.
1.
2.
1.
5.
2.

0 - 1

33E-01
33E+00
3EE+00
78E+00

73E-01
68E-01

9
7
3
4

2
1

1 - 3

.61E-03

.99E-02

.26E-01

.85E-01

.52E-01

.47E-01

3

4.
1.
8.
1.
1.
4.

39E-02
85E-02

97E-01
85E-01

64E-01

19E-02

1.
4.

1.
1.

1.
2.

IN ENERGY

- 6

40E-02

17E-02
07E-01
56E-01

69E-02
59E-02

6

3.
2.
4.
7.

4.
1.

IN ENERGY

- 6

99E-03
51E-02

33E-02
05E-01

59E-02
69E-02

6

2.

1.
2.

4.

3.
1.

IN EHERGY

- 6

28E-03
72E-02
16E-02
24E-01
02E-01
97E-02

6

3.
3.
2.
4.
3.
2.

88E-02
37E-02

08E-01
69E-01

02E-01
91E-02

RANGE

- 10

30E-03

20E-02

88E-02
25E-02

44E-02
55E-02

RANGE

- 10

47E-03

34E-02
85E-02

S1E-02

34E-02
07E-02

RANGE

- 10

16E-03
70E-03
81E-02
76E-02

60E-02
01E-02

7.

2.
5.
7.
4.
1.

3

10

1.
8.
1.
2.
1.
5.

6

10

1.
4.
9.
1.
1.
4.

35

10

1.
2.
6.
1.
1.
7.

27E-02

05E-02

47E-02
65E-02

70E-02
08E-02

- 25 MEV

- 15

68E-03

41E-03

65E-02
51E-02

68E-02
92E-03

- 25 HEV

- 15

01E-03
43E-03

33E-03

74E-02

10E-02
89E-03

- 200 MEV

- 15

60E-03

99E-03
28E-03
47E-02
81E-02
21E-03

2.16E-01
4.80E-01
1.32E+OC

1.68E+00
7.93E-01
2.60E-01

TOTAL

1.36E-01

2.85E-01

7.95E-01
9.69E-01
3.89E-01

1.95E-01

TOTAL

1.01E-01
2.21E-01

5.72E-01
6.65E-01

2.98E-01

1.01E-01

TOTAL

3.51E-01
1.44E+00
2.79E+00
2.45E+00
9.81E-01
4.93E-01

4See Section 7 of this document for problem description
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C Contents of members in the source directory

FLUNEV modules (D03JMZ.FLUNEV90.S) :

&&INFD text containing short Information

&TABDET special output subroutine storing results on unit 16

ÄBERDAIN retrieval Job for Bertini data tape

8CERNEXP Job control and user input cards for sample problem

#CERNEGS Job control and user input for sample problem, with EGS

«VFORTCL the same Job, but without GEP interface

«HIL086B retrieval Job for HIL086 library(binary from FIDO)

#MDRSECF retrieval Job for MORSEC organized cross section data

«FLUNCOM new CQMMQN blocks to be included in VS FORTRAN source

BLOCKN modified BLOCK DATA module of FLUKA

EGS4HG modified EGSLNK and AUSGAB subroutines of EGS, nuc. gamma

EPILOGN modified PROLOG»EPILOG and new EPITAF and AMBDEQ routines

EVAPFLU evaporation module

EVENTQN modified procedures of EVENTQ inelastic collision module

FLUNEVG modified main program of FLUNEV
KASKNEV mofified KASKAD and new FOLOWK subroutines

MORSECFL source code processing KILO data to HDRSEC format

NDEMFLU NDEM module for gamma deexcitations

NTJCREL88 elastic interaction module (version of H. -J.Moehring)

RZGEOM cylindrical geometry module

XSECFLU low energy n and gamma cross section and collision module

FLUNEV COMMDH blocks (D03JMZ.FLUNEV90.COMMON):

AADAT,CONTLN,CQRINC,DEFMAT,EBISCO,EVASCO,EVA1,FDSCOR,HETC5,SEED,HETC7,

HETTTP,LABCOS,LOCSIG,LDCXSEC,MACSIG,MDRSEC,RUNTIT,SAKPLN,GAMNUC

Remaining FLUKA modules (DOSJMZ.FLUKA90.FORTRAN):

BLOCKD,CARGEO,CERNM2,CDMGED,DUMMY,EGS4,EVENTA,EVENTQ,FLUXES,GEDGED , INTRA

KASKAD,MAIN,NEWOPT,OUTPUT,RTHGEO,RZGEO

FLUKA CQMMON blocks (D03JMZ.FLUKA90.COMMON):

AACOLL.ACRACY^UXPAR.BAMJCMjBEAM^EMIT.BIASLP.BLNKCM^LNKDM^QUNDS,

BREMPRR,CALOR,CARBDU,CARSEC,CASLIM,CMSRES,CDMCON,CDMSEC,CDUNT,COUNTQ,
DECAYC,DECAYC2,DETECT,DETLOC,DLTADP,DMPTAP,EGSTCK,ELECIN,EMSHO,EPCONT,

EPISDR,ERRGEO,ERRGE2,ESTSUM,EVESEL,FAULTX,FINLSP,FINLSP2,FINLSP3,FINPAR,
FINPAR2,FINUC,FINUC2,FLUXES,FXTMX,FXTMX1,GEOSEL,HADPAR,INPDAT,LANDAU,

MAGPAR,MAPA,MAPA2,MEDIA,MEDIAC,METLSP,MISC,MTJLTS.NUCPAR.PAPROP,PART,
PART2,PARTS,PATHCM,PHOTIN,PLOPRI,QDEBUG,RANDOM,RRCOUN,RTHBOU,RTHSEC,

RZBOU,RZSEC,SCORES,STACK,STARS,STCKA,THR,THRESH,UPHIIN,UPHIDT,USEFÜL,




